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Background (WP2a) 

• Comprehensive review of scientific and policy literatures on the social 
impact of the social sciences and humanities (SSH).

• 84 scientific papers, 108 policy papers.

• Definitions (incl. drivers - enablers) of social impact and instruments 
for measuring social impact.

• Input to other work packages: triangulation with WP2b & WP5 a.o.

• Co-investigators Jonas Grønvad & Rolf Hvidtfeldt



A hot topic in SSH





Breakthrough impacts vs microshifts

• If you’re stuck in your department, team or unit to identity research 
impact, it’s probably because you’re waiting for the big bang. 

• The breakthrough moment in which all research efforts dissolve and 
you’re overcome with clarity about “the change” you created. 

• Your research’s transformation into practice stands out load and 
clearly, and you wake up to take credit for the change you created.

• That moment will never come.



Impacts do not occur spontaneously. 
They are tipping points

• Societal impact occur when collaborative efforts that you have been 
working on for a period of time, finally get momentum and adds-up. 

• These “clicking moments”, the moments when research is taken up, is 
the result of co-creation, collaboration and knowledge exchange over 
a longer time (SIAMPI etc.). 

• It’s not radical moments of action that give us long-lasting, 
permeating change –  it’s the slow restructuring of practice.



Knowledge Exchange
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Knowledge exchange in the humanities

82,29%“The survey shows that a large part 

of humanities scholars at Danish 

universities actively participate in 

knowledge exchange and 

collaboration. 82 per cent of faculty 

has collaborated with actors and 

institutions outside academia 
within a reference period of three 

years” 





Productive interactions

• Co-creation

• Skips knowledge dissemination and 
linear notions of ‘uptake’. 

• Continuous involvement.

• No gap to bridge 

• Build boundary skills / promote 
knowledge brokers / organisations





Three lessons for successful co-creation

Relationships based on mutual understanding and trust

• Learning between the partners to align motivations, needs, 
values & missions.

• Interpersonal, communicative and dialogue skills

Institutional infrastructure and incentives

Academic reward system

Funding, organizational infrastructure and institutional culture

Knowledge mobilization & knowledge utilization

Co-creation leads to dynamic effects rather than one pay-off

Importance of “organisational champions” / “impact rewards

Budtz Pedersen et al. 2017. ACCOMPLISSH Co-Creation in Pratice and Theory

Bayley, J.E. and Phipps, D. 2017. Impact Literacy Workbook 



• Missing incentives and reward 
systems can lead to barriers such as a 
lack of resources spent on impact-
related activities

• Many researchers in SSH and beyond 
see valorisation and societal impact as 
separate from methods to assess 
research quality

Reward and infrastructure 
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Thank you for the attention

David Budtz Pedersen: davidp@hum.aau.dk

Twitter: @HumanomicsMap

Website: http://mapping-humanities.dk

Contributions from Rolf Hvidtfeldt & Jonas Grønvad
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